Student Learning Outcomes Committee
Meeting Minutes
October 2, 2006

Present: Laurel Jones, Stuart McElderry, Birgitte Ryslinge, Teresa Henson, Scott Vigallon, Tina Inzerilla, Maureen O'Herin, Jim Gioia, Michael Schwartz, Carlos Navarro, and David Schupe from eLumen

Absent: Moh Daoud and Lauren Hasten

- E-Lumen - demonstration given to committee members.
  - Questions from the Committee
  - Questions about the rubric creation
  - Where do test scores enter in?

- Timeline
  - Jeanine:
    - Believe the software is installed (Steve)
    - Needed to talk with Chris for Installation Plan
    - E-Lumen will create the interface

- Banner connection needs to be done

- Possible scenario building for rubrics
  - Work with faculty on discipline-specific rubric context

- Discussion on availability of E-Lumen
  - Laurel will work with Jeannine on timeline for Banner
  - Laurel will ask for budget code for food for workshops (2 workshops)

- Committee went over SLO Guide for input

- Committee went over how we would implement pure assessment workshops
  - Possible Spring ’07 implementation
  - Emphasis on dialogue concerning assessment

- Math, English & Anthropology may serve as continued pilot for assessment

- Core competencies
  - May not be charged/feedback may not determine charge and can be left for a year

- Discussion over stipends, etc, in the future
  - Map out the pace of the process
  - May do more if expect less